Thursday 18th June 2020
Good morning Class 1!
We hope you enjoyed yesterday’s home
learning, we certainly enjoyed reading all of
your emails and seeing your amazing work.
A big thank you to everyone who sent a bake
to make, I will let you know which I chose over the next few days.
Today’s fun facts:

As we have been talking about baking, here are some baking facts to make you
smile.
Sugar isn’t just for a little bit of sweetness – it
binds the water in your bake to keep everything
together!
The world’s tallest cake stood 108 feet, 3 inches
high.
As always, we are looking forward to seeing or hearing about what you do.
Below, are some more fun and exciting activities for you to enjoy at home today.
Remember, you can check your answers with an adult when you have finished by
scrolling down the page. 😊
Have another lovely day,
Mrs Potter and Miss Starrs.

Start the day with one of Miss Starrs’ favourite stories:
https://safeYouTube.net/w/k07K
Listen carefully to the days of the week, you will need them later this week.
Subject

Task:

Literacy

As you were such stars thinking of questions to help Mrs Sehmbi yesterday, I
thought you would enjoy this fun task using questions today.
We can ask questions to find out more about anything, such as people or
pictures.
This is a very strange picture, I
would like to know more about it, so
I have thought of these questions:
What are the men drilling for?
How small are the people?
Why are they drilling nuts?
Below, I have attached a few pictures for you to write some questions about.
Don’t forget to use your question marks.
If you find this a little tricky, write a sentence about each picture using your
phonics, we might be able to use them to answer some of our questions.

Numeracy

Yesterday, your maths mission was to help to feed Ali the hungry alligator.
Today we would like you to use what you learnt yesterday to draw Ali’s mouth
the correct way around between the numbers.
Remember:
Ali the Alligator is always hungry.
He always eats the biggest number no matter what his mood.
He opens up his big mouth and points it towards
his snack.
And to the smaller number, he always turns his pointy back.
Take a look at mine to help you.

11

7

13

21

Can you see, Ali’s wide mouth always points to the bigger number, so he can eat
it! We say, he points to the ‘greater number’.
Tip: If you can’t decide which number Ali should eat, draw your tens and ones
to help you know which number is greater.
Your questions are attached below. Do as many as you can.

Phonics

Topic:
Science

Choose a game for your phase and practise your phonics skills on:
https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/
If you want too, try the reading task attached below. Use your phonics to help
you read any words you are unsure of. Then answer as many questions as you
can.
Today, we would like you to go on a texture hunt. This could be outside or in
your home.

Texture means how something feels.
Here are some words that
describe the texture of
objects:

Choose 3 of the words above, and find some items in your home that have that
texture. You could record what you find like this:
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